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T H E  M C L L I S Q N S *  C R A S H  -  -  F i r s t  f i l m  p i c t u r e s  

of the disaster w&ich ended the trans-Atlantic flight of Amy and 

aim. 

-Bridgeport.U.S.A.-

Picture.:- Here are the first pictures of Mr. and Mrs. Mollison 
after their man-and— 

—wife flight across the Atlantic. 

First a reminder of the&r 'plane, the"Seafarer" as it was 
when the two intrepid air pioneers took off from Pendine. Everything 
on board for the 'hop* over ocean wastes of some two thousand miles. 
Others have flown it, but never before a man and wife, and Amy will 
be the first women to cross it from last-to-West - - if they do it. 
Will they do it ? 

As we all now know, they did do it, but the 'Seafarer1— 

—crashed. Jim said he was so tired he--

—couldn't see properly and after a— 

—bad landing, the once-proud pland was a pitiable wreck. 

Luck favoured the brave, however, and Jim and Amy— 

—escaped with tMir lives. On arrival at hospital Amy ms 
listless and exhausted and both were— 

—injured, but Jim caught the biggest packet, and he's 'all-
out*, too. 

After a rest they decided— 

—to fly, or rather be flown this time, to New York. Neither 
of them is yet sufficiently recovered to walk, so first Jim 
is carried out. The news of their removal causes thousands 
to gather at the Aerodrome. When America makes a fuss of 
anyone, it makes a fuss 1 Good and plenty t! And it takes 
a police escort— 

—to secure a safe passage for the plane. Then comes Amy8s 
turn to be hauled from the Hospital and hoisted into the 
air ambulance. A painful journey for the bruised, injured 
and exhausted pair. Now, can anyone fall to— 

—be stirred by the tremendous pluck of Jim and Amy ? The 
world answers no t 


